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1. Space on Wheels

On 11th August, an exciting and educational event took place at Star Public School,
Lumshong, Meghalaya - the 'Space on Wheels' exhibition bus rolled in to provide a
captivating insight into ISRO's remarkable achievements in the space sector. Organized
by NESAC and ISRO, this exhibition showcased the pride of India - its satellites, which
are integral to the country's space program.

Enthusiastic scientists engaged visitors,
young and old alike, in an interactive journey
through space technology. They delved into
the intricacies of various rocket launchers,
unveiling the marvels of engineering that
propel these rockets into the cosmos. The
satellite systems were demystified,
highlighting their functions and applications
that touch numerous aspects of our lives,
from communication to weather forecasting.
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1. Space on Wheels
The exhibition turned the spotlight on significant space missions, like Chandrayaan 1 to
3 and Mars Orbiter Mission, revealing the nation's pursuit of scientific excellence and
exploration beyond Earth's boundaries.

The real stars of the show were the students, their curious minds ignited by the
fascinating displays. The scientists patiently fielded an array of questions, sparking
engaging discussions about space missions, satellite technology, and the limitless
possibilities that lie ahead.



1. Space on Wheels

The 'Space on Wheels' program
transformed learning into an exciting
adventure, allowing students to grasp the
complexities of space exploration in an
engaging and tangible way. As they left the
exhibition with a newfound understanding
and enthusiasm for space, it was evident
that this immersive experience would leave
an indelible mark on their educational
journey.

Indeed, the 'Space on Wheels' exhibition bus succeeded in bringing the wonders of
space closer to home, inspiring the next generation of scientists, engineers, and
dreamers to reach for the stars and contribute to India's legacy in the cosmic arena.
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2. Teachers’ Training 

On August 1, 2023, a teacher's training
session was conducted at Star Public
School by NextGen Publisher. The
session aimed to provide educators
with valuable insights and strategies
for enhancing language competency
among students using NextGen
Books. The training was facilitated by
Mrs. Pushpa Nair, a seasoned educator
and trainer.

The central focus of the training revolved
around effectively utilizing NextGen Books
to build language competency among
students. Mrs. Nair demonstrated various
techniques and methods that teachers
could employ to integrate these resources
into their teaching practices. The
interactive and dynamic nature of NextGen
Books was highlighted as a tool to engage
students and promote active learning.

The training session commenced with an
engaging icebreaker activity where
participants were asked to tag their names
with one adjective that best described them.
This activity not only created a positive and
interactive atmosphere but also helped in
breaking the initial ice among participants.

Mrs. Nair delved into a discussion about the
current education system and the evolving
needs of students. She emphasized the
importance of understanding different
learning styles and catering to multiple
intelligences in the classroom. This was
followed by an insightful exploration of the
significance of language learning in the
holistic development of students.
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2. Teachers’ Training 

Participants were introduced to a range of
activities, exercises, and interactive
modules within the NextGen Books
platform that catered to diverse language
skills such as reading, writing, listening, and
speaking. Mrs. Nair underscored the
adaptability of these resources to different
age groups and learning levels, showcasing
their versatility in addressing individual
student needs.

The teacher's training held at Star Public
School by NextGen Publisher on August 1,
2023, proved to be a fruitful and enlightening
experience for all participants. Mrs. Pushpa's
insights on the education system, multiple
intelligences, and language learning
resonated well with the attending educators.
The practical guidance provided on
incorporating NextGen Books into classroom
activities was particularly appreciated, as it
empowered teachers with innovative tools to
enhance language competency among
students. The training concluded on a
positive note, leaving participants inspired
and equipped to implement these new
strategies in their teaching practices.
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3. Tribal Empowerment

The Star Public School in Lumshnong,
Meghalaya, embraced the spirit of
India's 77th Independence Day
celebrations by organizing a
captivating exhibition of tribal art and
craft, accompanied by a delectable
showcase of tribal cuisine. The event
was in alignment with the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs, Govt. of India's
suggestion to commemorate the Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav, focusing on the
theme of 'Tribal Empowerment'.
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4.Gyanotsav Competition

Star Public School takes immense pride in the
active participation of its students in the
Gyanotsav competition organized by
StudentEdge Newspaper. The competition
aimed to celebrate National Reading Day and
promote the love for reading among students.
The event included various activities such as
essay competitions, speed reading challenges,
and summary writing challenges.

Adhyayan Rathore - Class V
Ankit Patel - Class VI
Shaswat Raj Singh - Class VI
Anshu Kumari - Class VIII
Prachi Chaubey - Class IX
Bappa Rabidas - Class IX
Mayank Kumar Rai - Class X
Mominul Sikdar - Class X
Alok Pradhan - Class XII

The following students from various classes
participated enthusiastically in the
competition:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The participation of Star Public School students in the Gyanotsav  competition
reflects the school's commitment to fostering a love for reading and literature
among its students. The competition not only enriched the students' literary
abilities but also provided an opportunity for them to be recognized for their
dedication and talent. This event served as a reminder of the immense value of
reading in shaping young minds and broadening their horizons.
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5. Independence Day Celebration

Star Public School in Lumshnong joyously celebrated the
77th Independence Day on August 15, 2023. The occasion
resonated with patriotic zeal and fervent enthusiasm. The
school's Principal, Mr. Dilip Kumar, accompanied by the
dedicated staff, unfurled the tricolor flag and led the
assembly in a spirited rendition of the National Anthem.
The event encompassed a stirring group rendition of
patriotic songs and a concise address.

In the presence of students and parents, the Independence
Day ceremony created an indelible memory within the
school community. Principal Mr. Dilip Kumar underscored
the significance of comprehending and valuing the hard-
won liberty that the nation relishes. He motivated the
students to actively contribute to the advancement of the
country.

Subsequent to the celebrations, a
vibrant procession traversed the
locality, culminating at the
Administrative building, where Star
Cement orchestrated a flag-raising
ceremony and a culturally rich
program.

The magnitude of participation by both students and staff members in the
Independence Day festivities was truly remarkable and garnered widespread
appreciation. The yoga presentation, undoubtedly, stood out as a captivating highlight.
The recurrent standing ovations extended by the CEO, Mr. Vinit Tiwari, MR Devender
Bansal, Unit Head Mr. Laxmaiya Munjala, and other dignitaries are a resounding
testament to the exceptional dedication and excellence showcased by the participants.
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5. Independence Day Celebration

Furthermore, the invitation extended to Star Public School students to partake in the
Khliehriat celebrations is laudable. Their involvement culminated in securing the
second prize in a dance competition, thus fostering immense pride and acclaim for the
school.

All in all, the festivities reverberate as a profound and patriotic observance that united
students, staff, and the community in commemorating the nation's independence,
instilling a shared spirit of unity and advancement.
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6. Project on Chandrayaan - 3

Chandrayaan-3 denotes India's mission for exploring the moon, specifically marking the
third endeavor in the Chandrayaan series. Students embarked on a project centered
around Chandrayaan-3, which entailed the creation of visuals, diagrams, and written
content detailing the mission. This initiative provided an excellent platform for students
to gain insights into space exploration, fostering their creativity in the process.
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6. Project on Chandrayaan - 3
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7. Special invitation to witness post landing
Chandrayaan-3 live scientific experiment 

What an impressive achievement for
Mayank Kumar Rai! Participating in the
Young Scientist Programme (YUVIKA) at
the North East Space Application Centre
and later being invited to witness the
live scientific experiment of
Chandrayaan-3 at the ISRO Control
Centre in Bengaluru is undoubtedly a
proud moment to cherish.
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7. Special invitation to witness post landing
Chandrayaan-3 live scientific experiment 

Chandrayaan-3, being India's lunar exploration mission, must have been a
captivating experience for Mayank. Witnessing a scientific experiment of this
magnitude and significance can serve as a great source of inspiration for his future
endeavors in the field of space and science. This accomplishment showcases his
dedication, commitment, and passion for space exploration and research.

Mayank's participation in YUVIKA and subsequent involvement with Chandrayaan-
3's experiment not only reflects his own hard work but also the support and
guidance he must have received from his mentors, teachers, and family. Such
experiences can leave a lasting impact on a young mind, nurturing a deeper interest
in scientific pursuits and potentially leading to a promising career in space science,
engineering, or related fields.

This moment marks a milestone in Mayank Kumar Rai's journey, one that he and
those who supported him will surely remember with pride and joy. It also stands as
a testament to the opportunities and advancements in India's space program,
encouraging young talents to reach for the stars and contribute to the nation's
scientific and technological growth.
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8. WWF for Nature

The World Wide Fund for Nature-India
(WWF India) is a prominent conservation
organization actively dedicated to
preserving wildlife and nature across the
nation. One of their significant initiatives,
the Wild Wisdom quiz, orchestrated by
WWF India, is focused on raising awareness
and knowledge regarding wildlife and
environmental conservation among
students.

A remarkable development has unfolded as
125 students hailing from Star Public School
enthusiastically engaged in the Wild Wisdom
Global Challenge. An impressive testament
to their commitment and passion for wildlife
and nature conservation is the fact that 30
among them successfully progressed to the
second round of the competition. This
commendable achievement underlines their
dedication and genuine interest in the cause.

Such initiatives play a pivotal role in fostering
a deeper comprehension of the natural world
around us. Moreover, they serve as a catalyst
for inspiring the younger generation to
embrace an environmentally conscious
lifestyle. WWF India's efforts in organizing
the Wild Wisdom quiz are contributing
substantially to building a generation of
informed and environmentally aware
citizens.
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9. Bharat Skill Samman

We are elated to share with you the remarkable achievement of Star Public School at
the esteemed Bharat Skill Samman 2023. It is with immense pride that we announce
our selection for this prestigious award ceremony, which is a testament to our
relentless dedication to nurturing young minds and fostering skill development.

The unwavering commitment, tireless efforts, and visionary approach of Team Star
Public School in cultivating skills among our young learners have garnered the
attention and admiration of the esteemed Jury Members. We are honored to have been
recognized for our dedication to providing quality education and shaping the leaders of
tomorrow.

The grand ceremony of Bharat Skill Samman 2023 took place on the auspicious date of
26th August, 2023, from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, in the vibrant city of Mumbai. This event
served as an extraordinary platform, bringing together educators, thought leaders, and
visionaries from the field of education. It was a day filled with inspiration, profound
knowledge sharing, and jubilation as we celebrated the remarkable accomplishments
of individuals and institutions alike.
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We are pleased to share that Mr. Dilip Kumar, our esteemed Principal, graced the
occasion with his presence and represented Star Public School with pride. In
recognition of his exemplary leadership and contribution to education, Mr. Dilip Kumar
was honored as a Skill Ambassador during the ceremony. This accolade not only
acknowledges his dedication but also reflects the collective efforts of our entire school
community.

We extend our heartfelt gratitude to
all our students, parents, teachers,
and staff members for their
continuous support and
commitment. This achievement
would not have been possible
without your unwavering
encouragement and collaborative
spirit.

Once again, we express our sincere
appreciation to the organizers of
Bharat Skill Samman 2023 for
providing us with this remarkable
opportunity to showcase our
dedication to education and skill
development.

Once again, we express our sincere appreciation to the organizers of Bharat Skill Samman
2023 for providing us with this remarkable opportunity to showcase our dedication to
education and skill development.

9. Bharat Skill Samman
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10. Pre-Raksha Bandhan Celebration

Star Public School, Lumshnong, celebrated a vibrant and festive Pre-Rakshabandhan
event on the 29th of August, 2023. The event aimed to create a sense of cultural
awareness and unity among the students, while also highlighting the significance of
the upcoming Rakshabandhan festival. The celebration began with a special morning
assembly that incorporated music, dance, singing, and informative speeches.

Mr. Dilip Kumar, the principal of
Star Public School, took the stage
to share insights into the festival's
significance. He narrated the tale
of how Rakshabandhan is
celebrated differently in the North
and South of India, showcasing
the diverse traditions within the
country. He also spoke about the
festival of Onam and drew
connections between
Rakshabandhan and Onam,
highlighting the underlying
theme of celebrating
relationships and unity.
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10. Pre-Raksha Bandhan Celebration

The highlight of the event was the Rakhi tying ceremony. Students participated
enthusiastically, tying colorful and ornate rakhis onto each other's wrists. This gesture
symbolized the bond of protection, care, and love between siblings and friends. The exchange
of rakhis demonstrated the spirit of unity and harmony that the festival promotes.
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11. Forest Life

Star Public School students participated in the "Forests of Life" event organized by
Azim Premji University. The event invited artistic contributions in the form of
illustrations and sketches from school and college students to depict their unique
perspectives on forests.

The "Forests of Life" event was part of the larger climate festival organized by Azim
Premji University in their campuses at Bengaluru and Bhopal. The festival aimed to
explore India's diverse forests and their ecological importance. Students from various
educational institutions were encouraged to express their ideas about forests through
creative artwork submissions.
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The primary goal of the INSPIRE-MANAK Scheme is to stimulate innovative thinking
among school children. By encouraging them to generate original ideas with scientific
and societal relevance, the scheme aims to instill a sense of curiosity and an
inclination towards research from an early age. Participating in such programs also
helps students bridge the gap between theoretical knowledge gained in classrooms
and its practical applications in the real world. Furthermore, the scheme recognizes
and rewards students for their innovative thinking, providing them with a platform to
showcase their potential.

12. INSPIRE - MANAK Scheme

The "Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research" (INSPIRE) scheme, initiated
by the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Government of India, is a prominent
program aimed at fostering a culture of creativity and innovation among students. The
scheme's core component, the INSPIRE Awards - MANAK (Million Minds Augmenting
National Aspirations and Knowledge), is administered in collaboration with the
National Innovation Foundation – India (NIF), an autonomous body of DST. The scheme
targets students aged 10-15 years, studying in classes 6 to 10, with the objective of
generating a million original ideas and innovations rooted in science and societal
applications.

Five students from Star Public School enthusiastically participated in the INSPIRE-
MANAK Scheme by submitting their innovative ideas. This initiative signifies the
school's commitment to nurturing creative thinking and encouraging students to
contribute to scientific and societal advancements. By engaging in this scheme, these
students have showcased their ability to think beyond the conventional and develop
solutions that could potentially address real-world challenges.
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13. Educational Visit

An educational visit can be a source of
immense joy and enthusiasm while also
fostering valuable learning experiences.
Such was the case for Grade XII students,
who embarked on a meaningful excursion to
the Assam Rifles Museum in Laitkor, Shillong.
Organized by our school in collaboration
with the Star Cement CSR Department, this
visit proved to be both enlightening and
enriching.

Accompanied by dedicated faculty members, the Grade XII students were given the
opportunity to explore the historical treasures of the Assam Rifles Museum, a
distinguished institution renowned for its remarkable collection. This museum is
renowned for housing artifacts and relics from significant historical events, particularly
those linked to the operations of one of the oldest and most decorated Para Military
forces.
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13. Educational Visit

The museum's exhibits include an
impressive array of weapons, swords,
shields, and helmets, each with its own
story to tell. Moreover, the museum
thoughtfully showcases a variety of soldier
uniforms from bygone eras. Photographs
chronicling major wars are thoughtfully
categorized and displayed, offering a visual
narrative of history's pivotal moments.

Among the captivating displays are replicas
of artifacts, coins, and weaponry, often
generously donated by the Department of
Archaeology. Beyond its historical
collections, the Assam Rifles Museum also
serves as a window into the rich traditions
and cultures of the seven states of the North
East region.

In short, the educational trip to the Assam
Rifles Museum was an unforgettable
experience for the Grade XII students. Not
only did they gain a deeper understanding of
historical events and military history, but
they also had the chance to immerse
themselves in the cultural tapestry of the
North East. The visit left a lasting impression
on the participants, offering both cherished
memories and valuable insights.
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14. CBSE Expression Series

Star Public School, located in Lumshnong, Meghalaya, is known for its commitment to
holistic education and fostering students' talents beyond academics. In alignment
with this ethos, the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) introduced the 2nd
Expression Series for the academic session 2023-24. The theme of this series was 'G-
20: India’s Vision for a Harmonious World'. The school organized a competition from
August 3rd, 2023, to August 16th, 2023, aimed at engaging students from class 3 to 12
in enriching activities that reflect India's aspirations for global harmony.

The primary objective of the
competition was to conduct
student-enrichment activities
centered around the theme of 'G-
20: India’s Vision for a Harmonious
World'. By encouraging students to
participate in essay writing and
painting competitions, the school
aimed to provide a platform for
young minds to express their
thoughts, creativity, and
understanding of global harmony.

A total of 323 students from Star
Public School  participated in the
school level competition. The
competition included two
categories: essay writing and
painting.

Among the participants, four
outstanding students were
selected to have their entries
uploaded on the CBSE website.
This recognition not only reflects
the talent within Star Public
School but also highlights the
dedication of the students
towards understanding and
representing India’s vision for
global harmony.

Category class (III-VI) :
JOB LALRINGUM /CLASS-VI
TOPIC-:TOURISM OF INDIA AGROWING
GLOBAL ATTRACTION
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14. CBSE Expression Series

Category class (VI-VIII) :JOB LALRINGUM /CLASS-VI
TOPIC- TOURISM OF INDIA -A GROWING GLOBAL ATTRACTION

CATEGORY Class-(IX-X)/POEM: 
SHUBHAM KUMAR SINGH/(IX)
TOPIC :
THE IMPACT OF GLOBALISATION ON THE WORD ECONOMY
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14. CBSE Expression Series
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14. CBSE Expression Series

CATEGORY Class-(XI-XII) POEM: KWONINGLY SUCHIANG(XII)
TOPIC -INDIAS ROAD MAP TO RENEWABLE ENERGY
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15. NIST Science Talent Search

Star Public School has always been committed to fostering creativity, innovation, and
a strong foundation in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
among its students. To further this commitment, the school encourages its students to
participate in the NIST Science Talent Search, a prestigious platform that celebrates
and recognizes young talents in the field of STEM. The program aims to provide
national recognition, instill healthy competition, and inspire innovative solutions to
local and global challenges.

Star Public School proudly nominated three groups of students to participate in the
NIST Science Talent Search. Each group is composed of talented individuals who have
exhibited exceptional creativity and innovation. The participating groups are as
follows:

National Recognition: The program seeks to shine a spotlight on the exceptional
talents of the school's students in the realm of STEM. By participating and excelling
in this competition, students gain valuable recognition at a national level for their
innovative ideas and projects.
Healthy Competitive Spirit: The program fosters healthy competition among the
peers, motivating them to push their creative boundaries and come up with
groundbreaking ideas. Through friendly competition, students are encouraged to
strive for excellence in their work.
Inspiring Innovation: One of the core objectives of the program is to ignite the spirit
of innovation and problem-solving in students. By addressing local and global
issues through their projects, students are inspired to think critically and develop
disruptive solutions that can make a positive impact on society.

The NIST Science Talent Search program at Star Public School is designed to achieve
the following objectives:
1.

2.

3.

Group-1: PRABEEN DAS and DIVYANSH SHARMA
Group-2: ARNAV TRIPATHI and RISHABH SINGH
Group-3: ANUJ MISHRA and CHANDRAKANT TIWARI

Abhisek Banerjee, PGT-Chemistry,
takes the lead as the coordinator of
the NIST Science Talent Search
program at Star Public School. With a
strong background in the sciences,
Mr. Banerjee is dedicated to guiding
and supporting the participating
students throughout their journey in
the competition. His expertise and
passion contribute significantly to the
success of the program.
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16. Observance of 'Partition Horrors
Remembrance Day'

The partition of India in 1947 was indeed a
significant historical event that resulted in
the political division of the Indian
subcontinent and the creation of two
independent nations: India and Pakistan.
The partition was accompanied by the
transfer of populations, widespread
violence, and significant changes in political
boundaries.

The partition was largely driven by religious tensions between Hindus and Muslims,
which had been brewing for years. The British decision to divide India was influenced by
various factors, including political considerations and communal conflicts. The partition
led to massive migrations, communal violence, and the loss of countless lives and
properties.

Students under the guidance of teachers organized a classroom exhibition on Partition
Horrors to commemorate the heroes and acknowledge the immense human suffering
that occurred during that time.

It's also important to recognize
the efforts of teachers viz., Sonal
Banerjee and Samprit Samanta,
who played a crucial role in
organizing and guiding the
students through this
educational experience.

The participation of students from class VIII to X
in presenting posters, skits, speeches, and
poems proved to be an excellent way to engage
with the history and impact of the partition. By
involving different forms of creative expression,
students can better connect with the subject
matter and gain a deeper appreciation for the
sacrifices made by those who lived through
those turbulent times.
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17. Meri Mati Mera Desh

In compliance with the circular CBSE/DIR(ACAD)/2023, a distinctive gathering centered
around 'My Soil, My Nation' was orchestrated by the pupils of Star Public School on the
31st of August, 2023. The purpose was to commemorate the accomplishments of the
nation and the valiant individuals who made the ultimate sacrifice for our land.

Under the theme of 'Affection for the Motherland,' a special amalgamation of song,
dance, and poetic recitation was presented. Every performance was dedicated to
exalting the sacrifice of those courageous souls who gave everything for our nation. The
students' displays were exceptional, filled with jubilation and passion.

In conclusion, a collective pledge to uphold the unity of the country was taken by all the
attendees during the program."
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18. New faculty

Mr. Thoungamba Thongam
PGT PHE

Master of Physical Education

UGC-NET qualified

Previouly worked at
JNV Nazira, Sivasagar,
Assam

Alone we can do so little;
Together we can do so much.

By Helen Keller
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19. Morning Assembly on Road Safety

On August 25th, 2023, Star Public School in
Lumshnong convened a special morning
assembly centered around the crucial topic of
road safety. This assembly aimed to enhance
awareness and understanding among students
regarding responsible road behavior. The event
encompassed a range of activities, including
speeches, musical performances, and an
impactful awareness drama, all focused on
advocating for road safety.

The assembly underscored fundamental road
safety rules and regulations that demand strict
adherence. These guidelines include refraining
from using mobile phones while driving,
wearing seatbelts and helmets, and exercising
caution while walking on sidewalks. Emphasis
was placed on utilizing designated zebra
crossings for pedestrian crossings, promoting
safety for all road users.

In India alone, approximately eighty thousand
lives are claimed by road accidents each year,
contributing to thirteen percent of the global
road accident fatalities. The pivotal role played
by drivers in these incidents cannot be
underestimated. Many crashes result from
either negligence or a lack of awareness
regarding road safety protocols. Thus,
imparting road safety education is as pivotal as
acquiring any other fundamental survival skill.

The  primary goal of the assembly was to
provide comprehensive road safety insights to
both existing and prospective road users. By
fostering a culture of responsible behavior, we
aim to curtail the escalating number of annual
road-related casualties and injuries. This
initiative seeks to instill safer road practices,
ultimately contributing to a more secure road
environment.
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20. National Sport Day

The National Sports Day
Celebration at Star Public
School, Lumshnong, held on 29th
August 2022, was a resounding
success. The event was marked
by a series of engaging and
spirited activities that
emphasized the importance of
sports in our lives. The school
community came together to
celebrate the event with great
enthusiasm and vigor.

Following the enlightening morning
assembly, the students and teachers
participated in a range of indoor and
outdoor games. The event provided an
opportunity for everyone to engage in
physical activities and experience the joy
of healthy competition. The games were
carefully selected to cater to a wide
variety of interests and abilities,
ensuring that every participant could
find an activity that resonated with
them.

The day's festivities commenced with a special
morning assembly that set the tone for the
entire celebration. The assembly began by
acknowledging the significance of sports in
shaping character, promoting teamwork, and
fostering a healthy lifestyle. This was followed
by an exceptional skit centered around the
game of Kabbadi. The students brought the skit
to life with their enthusiastic performances,
and the addition of an awe-inspiring
commentary enhanced the overall experience.
The skit aimed to not only entertain but also
educate the students about the essence of
dedication, strategy, and discipline that are
integral to sports.
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20. National Sports Day

The highlight of the National Sports Day
Celebration was the Kabbadi competition that
involved students from classes 9 to 12. The
Kabbadi matches showcased the students'
athletic prowess, teamwork, and strategic
thinking. The spirited matches were a
testament to the students' dedication and the
effort they had put into preparing for the event.
The cheers from the audience, comprising
fellow students and teachers, added to the
excitement and encouraged the participants to
give their best.

The National Sports Day Celebration at Star Public School, Lumshnong, was an incredible
success. It demonstrated the school's commitment to fostering holistic development and
promoting the values inherent in sports. The event was a true celebration of unity, athleticism,
and the spirit of healthy competition. As we look forward to future celebrations, we are inspired
to continue nurturing a culture of sportsmanship and physical well-being within our school
community.

The entire school community thoroughly enjoyed the National Sports Day Celebration. The
event not only highlighted the physical benefits of sports but also underscored the values of
sportsmanship, camaraderie, and perseverance. It was heartening to witness students from
various classes and backgrounds coming together to celebrate the spirit of sports.

The celebration served as a reminder that sports are not merely about winning or losing; they
play a vital role in shaping well-rounded individuals who can face challenges with resilience
and determination. The event left a positive impact on everyone, inspiring them to continue
embracing sports as an integral part of their lives.
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Sr. No Teacher Name Course /Training Attended Organized By

1
Shri Dilip Kumar
(Principal)

Counselling Approaches CBSE

Skill Bharat Samman Ambasador OLL, CNBC

Leveraging Digital Technology for
School and and Teacher Education

CIET-NCERT

School and Teacher Education"
organized

2 Smt. Vidya Singh(VP) Online Financial Security CIET-NCERT

Leveraging Digital Technology for
School and and Teacher Education

CIET-NCERT

3
SIDDHARTHA SOUMYA
DASH

DEVELOPMENT OF ECONTENT AUDIO
RESOURCES

CIET-NCERT

Safe Online Communication CIET-NCERT

NCFE e-learning course on basic
financial education

NCFE

DEVELOPMENT OF ECONTENT:
Interactive Resources

CIET-NCERT

4 Krishnapada Das
Leveraging Digital Technology for
School and and Teacher Education

CIET-NCERT

5 Ajit Kumar Singh Online Financial Security CIET-NCERT

6 Mantun Kumar Singh
Leveraging Digital Technology for
School and Teacher Education

CIET-NCERT

Pedagogical Perspective of Virtual
Labs on Diksha

CIET-NCERT

7 Pawan Kumar Singh Online Financial Security CIET-NCERT

Leveraging Digital Technology for
School and and Teacher Education

CIET-NCERT

8 Abhisek Banerjee Safe Online Communication CIET-NCERT

21. Teachers' Training and Courses

Develop a passion for learning. If you do,
You will never cease to grow.  

By Anthony J. D’Angelo
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Continuous learning is the minimum
requirement for success in any field. 
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22. Students’ Acheivement

By Brian Tracy

Vivek Rai Class-IX

Zee Learn conducted the prestigious "Discoveries and
Inventions Quiz," a national- level quiz competition that
attracted participants from various schools across the country. 
Vivek Rai from class IX is one of the winners of the quiz and he
will be awarded with a cash prize. 
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23. Alumni News

We are thrilled to share the remarkable achievement of  first and second batch alumni. 

1. Sakshi Tomar has graduated from Delhi University (2022) and pursuing
M.Sc Geo Informatics at Symbiosis International University, Pune.

2. Kanika Sajee has graduated from Tripura University and  (2022) and pursuing
Master of Fashion Management at   Indian Institute of Fashion , Bengaluru. 



23. Alumni News

 Second batch alumnus of Star Public School, MD Hafijule Ali has graduated from
Assam down town University with a degree in BBA.

But that's not all – his journey of academic excellence continues. MD Hafijule Ali has
been accepted into the MBA program at Rishihood University, Haryana, a testament to
his dedication and hard work. His outstanding performance in the admission process
has not only secured him a seat in the prestigious program but has also led to a
remarkable recognition.

We are proud to announce that MD
Hafijule Ali has been awarded a 100%
tuition fee financial aid based on his
exceptional performance. This
achievement reflects his commitment
to education and his potential to excel
in the business world.

As a school, we couldn't be prouder of
MD Hafijule Ali's accomplishments. His
journey from Star Public School to this
significant milestone is an inspiration to
current students, showcasing the
heights that can be reached with
determination and perseverance.

We extend our heartfelt congratulations
to all three Alumni  and wish them the
best in their future endeavors as they
embarks on this new chapter of  
educational journey . May their success
continue to shine as a beacon of
inspiration to all aspiring students of Star
Public School.
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24. Pre-Primary Activity

Vidya Pravesh-1
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